
LOOK AT THE PICTURE AND WRITE A STORY

Students write stories to go along with these fun cartoon pictures. Free, printable This picture shows a young farm girl
excitedly looking at horses. View PDF.

Posted by. The plot is the sensible progression of events in the story starting with the beginning, transitioning
into the middle and then finally concluding. Have the child or teen write down words that describe these
feelings in the different parts of the chart. Raj saw that a few people who initially belonged to the beach, had
submitted themselves to the game. Making a map If you are a big fantasy fan and love stories about dragons,
wizards and monsters, try to create your own magical land. A writer's notebook is a private place where you
can gather your inspiration. Students color the picture and write a creative story. Brainstorm the plot of your
story. For example, if your characters are in a dark-looking cave with huddled stances and frightened
expressions, you can start the story mentioning that they are all lost and worried. Type it up, print it out, make
it look like a book and send it out to friends and family. Based on how the characters interact with their
surroundings, you can determine how to start your story. Then, color it in. Top Ten Tips Story sparks Every
story needs a spark of inspiration. Look out for creative writing competitions such as BBC Radio 2's Words
competition that let children share their story with the biggest possible audience. Write a creative a story to go
along with the picture. It was obvious that everybody enjoyed in a way that pleased them, until a volleyball
came and hit Raj on the head. Who is the man? Write down your favourite lines and think about how the
books you are reading could inspire your own spin-off stories and sequels. If you have recording equipment
available students could record their completed stories. Write a narrative and color the picture. Reader to
writer Every writer is a reader and every reader can be a writer too. A visit to an art gallery or even just
looking at photos in a magazine can inspire a story. Wordless picture books such as Journey and Quest by
Aaron Becker can help you invent their own story to accompany the pictures. Everyone thought the players
were the stars, while from where I see, The Beach was the star. Color the illustration and write a creative
story. Hold the picture under a watt light bulb. Let their imagination run wild as they write their mash-up
story! He looks nervous! When you have exhausted all the questions, have the students work in pairs and tell a
story to each other based on the answers given.


